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Key Notes
Kids will make a great new friend-on-the-page when they meet the sunny-funny, no-holds-barred Clover in her
debut school-centered adventures. 

Selling and Marketing Points

Perfect for Slightly-Younger-Than-Bink and Gollie readers: Kids who will later grow into that popular
series will find similar attractions in the lucky-and-plucky Clover.

Universal appeal: Girls (and boys, too!) will identify with Clover and her charming take on typical school
experiences and growing up.

Engaging and easy-to-read: A very spare text pairs with memorable characters that are at the perfect
level of complexity for new readers.

Taps into a growing trend: the combination of longer page count and lower word count appeals to early
readers who want to tackle a long, "big kid" book, but aren't quite ready for text-heavy reading.

Skill-strengthening: Readers will develop comprehension using picture clues and simple word
recognition.

Series potential: With a strongly appealing character at its center, kids will be excited to see what
Clover’s up to next. A follow-up will follow in Fall 2015.

Promotion and Publicity
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Review copies to key magazines, journals, and children's book bloggers

Stress core curriculum tie-ins

Online contests, downloadable activity pages and discussion materials on Blue Apple and authors'
websites

Pitch for "summer reading" lists, packages

Select author appearances

CBC Children's Book Week promotions

Perfect book club selection

NCTE outreach

Description
Come along with Clover on her first day of school. Girls will identify with Clover as she navigates story time, art
class, lunch, and her beloved recess. The Jump-Into-Chapter series was designed for kids transitioning from
being read to into becoming independent readers, offering a longer page count than picture books, but a lower
word count than most chapter books. 

Series Description
Harriet Ziefert, Blue Apple’s publisher and founder, was among the pioneers in creating early readers that help
kids transition out of being read to and into becoming independent readers. A crucial step in this process is to
offer books with more pages and more plot, while retaining a spare word count and text style. 

Enter Jump-Into-Chapters, a new series of readers created to fill the gap between picture books and text-heavy
chapter books. The first three books in the series have anywhere from 72 to 96 pages, but very few words per
page. In short, the page count is longer WITHOUT piling on the words.

These books are designed to fill an important gap in reading materials. It’s important to have books that
challenge the new reader to remember what happened more than 80 pages after he/she began. Best of all, each
of the books features fresh-and-funny, character-driven stories. Kids will feel like they’ve made some great new
friends who reflect their lives and feelings, book after book.

Downloadable activity and discussion materials for kids, parents, and educators are available on the Blue Apple
Books website. 

Contributor Information
Lola Schaefer: Lola Schaefer is an author of children’s books and a national writing consultant. She travels
across the country sharing her love of reading and writing in schools, at conferences, and at workshops. Lola is
the author of more than 270 books for children including picture books, easy readers, novelty books, classroom
books and informational texts. Lola lives with her husband Ted in the mountains of north Georgia near the start of
the Appalachian Trail.

Susan Nees: Susan attended college at the University of the Arts in Philadelphia, where she majored in
Illustration and was the first in her family to get a college degree. After graduating with honors, she went on to
work as a free lance illustrator in Minneapolis. She is the recipient of an American Institute of Graphic Arts
Award, and her artwork can be found at the Low Library of Columbia University, in the Special Collections at
Princeton and Washington Universities. Susan lives with her husband, her dog Jodo, and a small flock of
chickens in Georgia. 

Contributor Residences
Lola Schaefer lives in Georgia, United States.
Susan Nees lives in Georgia, United States. 
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Lifetime: The Amazing Numbers in Animal
Lives

Lola Schaefer 9781452107141 17.99 Chronicle Sep
2013

One Special Day Lola Schaefer 9781423137603 16.99 Disney-
Hyperion

Mar
2012

Mittens at School Lola Schaefer 9780061702235 3.99 HarperCollins Jun
2012
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